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ABSTRACT
We have experimentally studied small impact parameter heavy-ion collisions in the

(nearly) symmetric entrance channels %+“C,  20Ne+2’Al,  40Ar+45S~, “4Kr+93Nb,
and 1zsXe+‘39La,  each at many intermediate beam energies. Several analysis strategies
based on the “shapes” of the experimental events are used toinvestigate the relative effi-
ciencies of various experimental methods for the selection of the most central collisions,
and to search for possible  beam energy-dependent transitions from sequential binary
disassembly to multifragmentation in the central events. Comparisons to dynamical
and hybrid model code calculations will be discussed. The average shapes of subsets
of the central events, in particular the intermediate mass fragments (IMFs,  for which
3<2’20),  are presented. Critical behavior, attributed to a transition from sequential
binary disassembly to multifragmentation, is observed in all of these analyses. The
transitional beam energies for the central 40Ar+45Sc,  84Kr+93Nb,  and 129Xe+139La
reactions we near -55, -40, and -40 MeV/nucleon,  respectively.

1. Introduction

It is possible to form excited nuclear systems in the laboratory by colliding atomic
nuclei. The impact parameter, as well as the predominant reaction mechanisms at
each impact parameter, can be inferred from the experimentally measured character-
istics of the particle emission. Given an efficient experimental selection of the most
central collisions, beam energies from -10 to -150 MeV/nucleon  can result in the
formation of single nuclear systems with excitation energies from several to tens of
MeV/nucleon.  In such a range of excitation energies, previous experiments have in-
dicated possible transitions between sequential binary (SB) disassembly mechanisms
and multifragmentation (MF) (see Ref. 1 for a recent review). Detailed theoreti-
cal calculations2-5  have predicted that the equivalent of a proper liquid-gas phase
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